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The views expressed in this journal are not necessarily
those of Reach and are not intended to reflect or
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Reach membership

Membership of Reach is open to parents of children
with upper limb difference and other individuals of 18
years and over who are interested in furthering the
work of the association. Junior membership is given
to children who have an upper limb difference. The UK
subscription is from £36. (£35 if paid by direct debit)
You will receive three issues of the magazine a year by
post or email if you live overseas.

Reach Insurance

This covers any member aged between 2 and 85 years
of age resident in the UK with a congenital difference
of one upper or lower limb or both upper limbs or who
have had one upper or lower limb or both upper limbs
or one hand amputated. There is a slight difference in
cover for under 16s and those not in paid employment
at the time of their accident.
Please call Head Office for more details about the
schedule of insurance.

BE PREPARED BEFORE YOU GO
TO YOUR CHILD'S ASSESSMENT
If you’re preparing yourself and your child for a paediatric
assessment for equipment or adaptations, the BHTA
has created this handy guide for professionals, parents
& carers of children with a limb difference to help them
understand what an assessment is and what outcomes
should be achieved.
For information, visit:
http://bit.ly/2M6u7Hn

BRANCH CO-ORDINATORS
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WELCOME TO OUR WINTER ISSUE
NATIONAL COORDINATOR

OUR NEW TRUSTEES

Welcome to Jo Dixon, Lisa Kelly and Alice Gair

I have been with Reach
now for five months, and
during that time I have
learned so much.
I am in awe of the absolute dedication of our
members of Reach, the
many and varied fundraising activities that are
undertaken, the support
and advice that is offered,
the camaraderie between
families, the deep friendships between younger
and older children, and
how kind and patient everyone has been with me.
Our Trustees are amazing, each bringing different skills to
Reach and giving of their personal time willingly to ensure
Reach can grow and develop.
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One thing that fills me with joy to be in this role is seeing how
resilient our children are, each and every one a true inspiration. They want to be proud of who they are, celebrate their
difference and not hide it away. Nothing holds them back and
our role models such as Claire Cashmore, Baylee Abbott and
Samantha Bradnock show them that they are right to believe
they can achieve anything if they put their mind to it and have
the support of a loving family and friends.
In the office we have been having a bit of reorganisation to
try and enable us to have more focus, as you can image
covering the wide and varying work is a struggle with only
the three of us. Going forwards, we are going to have defined roles. Kate Hoare (kateh@reach.org.uk) will be leading
on Membership and Marketing, Abby Williams (abbyw@
reach.org.uk) will be leading on Finance and Member
events, I am covering funding, partnerships, will be the main
lead with Branch Coordinators and develop Reach as a
charity (deborahb@reach.org.uk). There are obviously lots
of other jobs though that we will be sharing between us.
The trustees will be having their annual strategy meeting in a
couple of weeks so I will update you all in the next edition of
withinReach of what their focus will be for the next few years.
It is exciting times for Reach charity, and I am proud and
humbled to be on board!
deborahb@reach.org.uk

Actually it is a case of 'welcome back'
to Jo Dixon, as she returns to Reach
albeit in a new role as trustee. She
needs no introduction as she was the
national co-ordinator of the charity
for six years until leaving in 2018 to
study occupational therapy.
Jo brings enormous depth of
knowledge and understanding of
Reach and of limb difference which
will be invaluable.
Alice Gair: "I've joined Reach as a
trustee and new parent to a Reach child.
I have been involved with volunteering
from a young age and find such involvement very rewarding and a great way to
give back to the community.
"Before Reuben was born I was looking
at trustee roles and upon his arrival
and surprise hand difference found that
coincidentally Reach were also looking
for new trustees. My professional background is as a Paediatric Occupational Therapist for the Great North Children's
Hospital and NHS England Clinical Entrepreneur in-service
development, so I hope to bring skills from these roles with
particular focus on innovative service development, resource
investigation, problem solving and safeguarding. I have varied
experience as a Paediatric OT including physical, sensory and
mental health disability backgrounds but since becoming mum
to Reuben with his cleft hand I really hope to be able to bring
an empathetic perspective."
Lisa Kelly brings a range of skills and
experience to her new role with Reach.
"I am an Education Business Director
for School Business Services, where I
lead company direction, strategy and, in
particular, a team of Finance and Business Consultants. I hold CIPFA Level 7
in strategic and operational leadership
and NSCL leadership ADSBM.
"I like to give my support to children’s
education and charities so they have the
opportunity to grow and learn in whatever way they can. I am
a trained accountant, leading a team of finance and business
consultants that support schools throughout the UK, so I know
how to critically challenge and review management account
information.
"I have gained extensive experience in change management
and how to support all stakeholders throughout a transition.
My work covers all areas of business management including HR, Finance and Operations Fundraising experience,
although not for a while now.
"I have more time on my hands, my children have left home,
and I miss being involved in community volunteering as much
as I used to."
Welcome to you all.

CHAIRMAN’S REPORT
I would like to start by
saying a personal thank
you to all who attended the
Family Weekend this year in
Bristol; the Reach team that
organised it, the speakers
and to all those who
attended. I always love the
Family Weekend. It is such a
fantastic opportunity to see
so many in the Reach family
sharing experiences and
having fun and this year was
a particular favourite for me.

Reach Board
Lee Gwilliam
Chairman
2 Middle Barn Cottages
Hampstead Norreys
Berkshire
RG18 0SQ
Tel : 07971 170922
email: leeg@reach.org.uk

The board are now looking
at options for next year as
we have had the same format for a number of years and the
costs keeps rising both for you as members, and for the charity
as a whole. We are looking at how we can shake things up
a little and make sure the weekend is accessible to as many
members as possible. We will however make sure we don't lose
the atmosphere that makes the weekend so special. Watch this
space.
It is also with sadness we say farewell to longstanding trustee
Siân Brooks who has taken a step back from the board after
18 continuous years. I would like to record my personal
appreciation and thanks to Siân for the support she has given to
me in the years I have been on the board. She has always been
there with advice and passion when needed and always had the
charity's interests at heart.

Gary Phillips
Vice Chairman
2 Walden Cottages,
Westwood Lane,
Normandy, Guildford,
GU3 2JB
Tel: 07984 045575
email: garyp@reach.org.uk
Lisa Kelly
1 Bennetts Yard
Kingston Blount
Chinnor,
Oxfordshire
OX39 4RQ
Tel: 07973 498668
email: lisak@reach.org.uk
Jo Dixon
20 Chollacott Close
Tavistock
PL19 9BW
Tel: 07823 557812
email: jod@reach.org.uk

Julie Detheridge
20 Brunswick Road
Earlsdon, Coventry,
CVI1 3EX
Tel: 02476 251185
email: julied@reach.org.uk
Chris Fuoco
20 Cornlands
Sampford Peverell
Tiverton
Devon EX16 7UA
Tel: 07771612414
email: chrisf@reach.org.uk
Ruth Lester OBE
18 Church Road,
Edgbaston, Birmingham
B15 3TA
Tel: 07747 867460
email: ruthl@reach.org.uk
Clare Salters
61 Norroy Road, London
SW15 1PH
Tel: 07767 272272
email: clares@reach.org.uk
Alice Gair
102 Dominies Closwe
Rowlands Gill
NE39 1PB
Tel: 07791 092386
email: aliceg@reachorg.uk

Finally, after three years as Chair, this will be my last note for
a while. I am stepping down to allow fresh energy and ideas to
lead Reach forward. Now is a good time to do so as we look to
create a new long term strategy for our charity. I will however
remain on the board and look forward to supporting our new
Chair and Reach as best I can. Thanks to all those who have
supported me in this time. Reach may be small but as we
often say, it punches way above its weight. That only happens
because there are so many people committed to making Reach
great. It is no individual who does that, it is the entirety of our
strong Reach family.
Lee Gwilliam

RECOGNITION
FOR DANIEL

Such pride radiating from the face of
Daniel Tennant when
he was presented
with his Sue Stokes
Certificate at the
Family Weekend in
Bristol, underlines the
importance of positive
feedback for Reach
children. Their ability
needs celebrating. It is
all part of building vital
confidence and self
esteem.

THE SUE STOKES AWARD
The Sue Stokes Award 2019 was given to Leah Hardcastle.
Runners up were Max Moyes, Luke Wilson and Daniel Tennant.
Leah was filmed being interviewed for the award by our wonderful compère Alistair Greening and it was played to the conference. She said: “I struggled with attendance at school and
have gone through loads of operations. I couldn’t communicate
my issues very well.
“I have been in Reach since I was a baby and it is like a second
family. It has supported me whenever I needed it. Like during
GCSEs when I put myself under an amount of pressure as I felt
I owed it to all the people who had supported me. I got good
results! I fell in love with novels and now I am an ambassador
for my college and I do some tutoring. Last year I went on a tall
ship and the amount of things I learned in three days from the
people I was with was amazing.
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FAREWELL AND
THANK YOU

TRUSTEES SIÂN BROOKS, PHIL
ROBERTSON, LIZ WILMSHURST
AND KEVIN MOYES
Your dedication and hard work for Reach over
many years is deeply appreciated. Your contribution to modernising the charity and preparing
it for the future is a lasting legacy.
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Reach mum and fundraiser extraordinaire, Siân
Brooks organised her first Reach May Ball back in
2010 raising an impressive £7,500. Each year the Ball
had a different theme: from country garden to Hollywood glamour and even Bollywood.
The final ball held in May 2016 raised a massive £20,300. Over
those seven years Siân raised over £80,000 with her May Balls.
She had started fundraising years ago with Ladies Nights but
a charity ball she attended in Harrogate opened her eyes to
greater possibilities. “You know what? I could do that,” she
thought.” And she was right.
More recently she has been in involved in the Family Weekend
Gala Dinners and when the charity faced staff shortages Siân
was there to help.
The major contributions by Phil Robertson and Liz Wilmshurst took place behind the scenes but their achievements
will live on in the working life of the charity. Phil was our
treasurer and he utterly transformed Reach's financial management, supporting the transition from one finance system
that did not provide the management of accounts necessary
for running the organisation properly to a newer and very
much better one and bringing Reach confidently into the 21st
century with online banking. Thanks to him we have been
able to improve our procedures and increase productivity.
Phil also brought his enormous experience of working with
young St John Ambulance volunteers to Reach, organising the
highly professional training of our young mentors. Thanks
to these fantastic young people, guided by Phil, the RAW
week is super special for the younger children who benefit
enormously from having these teenage mentors to confide
in and look up to. He has also been the charity's adviser on
safeguarding.
Liz Wilmshurst had a new baby and had only just joined
Reach when, full of enthusiasm, she agreed to become a
trustee in 2015. A journalist and marketing executive by
profession, her skills were just what Reach needed as it
embarked on an ambitious rebranding programme. If you like

the bright new look of
the charity's marketing
material and website,
and even the branding
of withinReach, you have her expertise to thank. It would not
have happened without her. And all while bringing up a young
Reach child!
Kevin Moyes brought his professional experience as an education recruitment consultant to the Reach board. His HR skills
enabled him to support both recruitment and staffing.
He was also a keen fundraiser. He organised a spring ball that
raised about £10,000 in his local area of South Wales, held a
successful company charity golf day and also persuaded his
golf club Langland Bay to fundraise for Reach. And he was
always very supportive of Siân and her fundraising.

OUR NEW COOL T-SHIRTS
These two great T-shirt designs emerged as the clear
winners in our poll to find your favourites. They are
now available in all sizes on our website so go shopping!

NEW BRANCH CO-ORDINATORS
A big welcome to our new solo and joint branch co-ordinators who will be working hard to create and sustain the
legendary Reach family spirit in 3 Counties, East Anglia,
East Midlands, Northern Ireland and Yorkshire. We hope
you will find it really rewarding.
The team at head office is there to help you with arrangements, marketing and fund raising material and advice, so
don't forget to ask!

NORTHERN IRELAND

"Hi, my name is Ruth Hompstead and I'm delighted to say that
I have taken on the role of Branch Coordinator for Northern Ireland. I am married to Ross and we have two children, Leah (22
months) and Seth (4 months) and I work part-time as a Speech
and Language Therapist in a local hospital.
"My inspiration for taking on this role is my little Reach baby,
Leah, arriving into our lives almost two years ago with five tiny
fingers and ten tiny toes, amazing us every single day since
with how she navigates a two handed world with her one.
"My vision for our
branch is that we can
continue to enjoy and
expand our Reach
community here in
Northern Ireland
allowing our kids and
us, the opportunity to
build those essential
support systems and
friendship through our
common ground.
I am so looking forward to planning get togethers and fundraising events in the future and consider it a real privilege to be
in this role. If you would like to connect, get involved or even
discuss any ideas for these events then please do email me:
northernireland@reach.org.uk.

EAST ANGLIA
"We are Andy and Becky Forshaw. We live in Nottingham. Our Reach baby Bella is 19 months old and she has
an older sister called Lottie. Andy is a Head of School in a
primary school and Becky is a Solicitor in Family Law.
"We found out about Bella’s upper limb difference at our
20 week scan and were immediately told about Reach.
After Bella was born we had very little support from health
services and were feeling a bit lost. We emailed Reach and
got more information in one email than we did from any of our
local health services. We were also put in touch with the West
Midlands co ordinator Tracey Smith who rang us and was very
supportive.
We were made aware there
had not been an East Midlands
co ordinator for some time and
we decided we wanted to
and support families in the way
have been supported by
Reach.
Any Reach families in the East
Midlands please feel free to
contact us. We look forward to
meeting you at future events.

had
so
try
we

THREE COUNTIES
Jennifer Davies has taken on 3
Counties working jointly with the
current branch co-ordinator Kelly
Galley. "My name is Jen and I have
a little Reach Baby called Beau
who is 16 months old. I haven't
lived in the area long so have been
hassling the team about more Reach
events to meet more people and
agreed to become a co-ordinator to
help organise more meet ups.
" I'm really excited for our group to be really active and hope
we can all meet up a few times a year and all get to know
each other."

EAST MIDLANDS
"My name is Laura Hanley and
I’ve volunteered to help to co-ordinate the East Anglia branch.
I live in the very west of East
Anglia, in Peterborough. We are
very close to Lincolnshire, Northamptonshire and Rutland. My
partner Chris and I discovered
our baby had a shortened left
arm at our 20 week scan.
"We joined Reach the day of the
scan and found that this helped us to start to come to terms
with what lay ahead. Our Reach baby, Leila is now 11 and
has just started secondary school. Hannah, Leila’s little sister
was born in October 2011. The girls and I have attended
Camp Tyncae in Wales four years in a row now. It’s one of the
highlights of our year. I’d recommend this to any Reach family; it’s a fabulous way to make friends. We’ve also attended
various East Anglia meet ups over the years.
I work part-time as an IT Trainer for the NHS and I’m also a
carer for my dad, who has dementia and now lives in a care
home. I look forward to meeting more families very soon.

YORKSHIRE
Alexis and Richard Tibble have
volunteered to run the Yorkshire
branch together as a husband and
wife team.
"My name is Alexis, my husband
is Rich and we live in Sheffield,
South Yorkshire. We're parents
to our Reach child James who
is 5 years old who has a partial
limb difference on both hands
with two fingers (that were fused)
and a thumb on each hand. We were unaware that James had
a limb difference until he was born and the early months were
all a bit of a roller coaster.
We joined Reach when James was 4 years old, a few months
before he started school and have met lots of wonderful
families at the two brilliant Reach family weekends we have
attended and at the fabulous Camp Tyncae.
In our free time we like to Parkrun, visit family and friends, walk
in the Peak District and go to the cinema. We are very much
looking forward to taking on the role of Branch coordinator for
Yorkshire and meeting members from this branch.
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WHAT A WEEKEND!
The annual Family Weekend and Conference brings
together all the different facets of Reach in one place. It
provides a a safe space to explore the latest technology
and research, for Reach children to play together and
make lifelong friendships, for teenagers to swap advice,
anxieties and learn from each other and for parents to
find peer group support, inspiration from young Reach
adults and to experience the warmth of the Reach family.
It is such an important element of the charity's output
that we take feedback very seriously. Does the weekend
do what we want it to? Does it reach enough people?
How could it improve?

Here are some of the key things that emerged
from our online survey.

The good news for all the people who worked so hard to
make the 2019 weekend a success, is that the majority of
people who attended rated the whole experience as excellent.
That was a good start!
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We had responses from 252 people. Interestingly, 69% of them
did not come to Bristol in October - the third year in a row that
it was held there. So why not? It boiled down to distance, date
clash and cost. Travel was number one problem for 38.51% of
families. Other plans accounted for 28.16% closely followed by
cost which put off 27.1%.
Location is important. While 31.69% said they would come
regardless of where it was held in the UK, 27.98% said no,
they would not. And we discovered that the autumn half term
was not the critical date for most families. In fact 85% said it
was not important. Only 15% said yes. April or October were
preferred months.

A really positive and welcome response was that half the families
felt the most useful part of the weekend was the opportunity
for Reach children to
Some of the speakers, meet other children
especially the young like themselves. From
branch meet ups to
inspirational Reach regional family fun
members, would be ben- weekends and our big
eficial for the older reach event, bringing children and young people
children to hear. Baylee together is absolutely a
and the midwife would have core mission for Reach.

been wonderful messages
for some of
the teenagers
to hear.

The survey threw up
some great suggestions. Keep them coming - it's so helpful to
hear what you would
like from the event.

One recurrent idea was
that their children should be included more and not siphoned
off into childcare. We will take this on board as we are also
keen to include our young adults.

You can’t really put a price on this
event. My son gets filled with confidence. He is comfortable, he tries
new things and he loves having photographs with celebrities. The benefits last
throughout the year. He puts the photos
on his noticeboard in his room. He carries his Reach water bottle with pride. He
brags about this weekend to his friends.
It means so much to him. And therefore it means so much to us as a
family too.
The team strives hard to get the right speakers to fire the imagination, provide inspiration and give worried parents real flesh
and blood examples of successful outcomes. This year's lineup was exceptionally strong and the majority of people agreed
the speakers were excellent. Thank you, speakers!
The Bristol Marriott Hotel was rated good for the gala dinner
and the venue as a whole. The exhibition and the childcare
provided by theFreedom Childcare team were also rated good

OUR EXHIBITORS
One of the reasons why it is so useful for families to come to
the weekend is that we showcase many makers of different
prosthetics, from the ultra simple to the highly sophisticated.
Parents and children can browse the stalls and see the range
that is available and discuss their personal requirements with
experts. The exhibitors include long standing manufacturers
such as Ottobock and Steeper, each with around 100 years'
experience, and young newcomers to the field, such as Mitt
Wearables and new this year, Exphand Prosthetics, two
young companies that grew out of university projects.

THE EXHIBITION

Kate Walker is the brains behind ExpHand Prosthetics.
"I’m a product design engineer and I have set up my own
company last summer in my master’s year. I graduated in July
and have taken my ideas forward as a business. The main
thing I am trying to do is to make a prosthetic that grows with
the child, that has expansion potential – an extendable arm.
Everything is adjustable and interchangeable and I was a finalist in the Engineers in Business awards."
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Why not make
the whole day
family time, I felt
my son was an
accessory who
was not involved
at all, even though
we were there
for him?

Being at the
Family Weekend
was a fantastic experience for me and my
daughter, who loved
being surrounded by
other people with arms
like hers. She was inspired by the sports
people and had so
much fun meeting new
friends.

OUTSTANDING SPEAKERS
AMY ROSKILLY - A REACH PARENT'S PERSPECTIVE
Amy Roskilly
was the opening
speaker and she
gave a no-holdsbarred account of
her journey as a
new Reach mum.
Searingly honest,
this powerful
presentation was
a rare glimpse
into the enotional
turmoil of a parent faced with the
birth of a child
with a difference.
Her list of lessons
learned would be
enormously helpful and reassuring
to parents expecting or living with a
Reach baby.
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“I have learned a huge amount in the three years since Hero
was born. The first lesson was that it is OK to be NOT OK.
I had already been diagnosed with prenatal depression and
when we heard about Hero’s hand, I was already not OK. I
struggled a bit but I turned immediately to Reach and everybody was happy and their kids were thriving but I was not
OK. I felt a lot of guilt about not being OK and the guilt made
everything ten times worse.

people were incredible. Before Hero was born it helped seeing
people going through what I was going to be having. The most
powerful healing though has been watching her grow up. So if
you are expecting a Reach baby now, just give it time. I have
got calmer and calmer with each birthday that passes. Watching her grow is what helps me.
The seventh lesson is that she will find her own way. Let them
go and find their way.
The eighth is that bones heal stronger but words can sear you
and hurt for a very long time. Some things you hear will cut you
to the core. When Hero was a baby, a lovely caring seven year
old said it was a shame she only had one arm as she could be
so much more fun if she had two. Those words still make my
heart ache. How do you react? It’s OK not to react or you can
use the situation to educate them.
Lesson nine: Hero is not sharing MY fears. Knowing that she
was not feeling my fears was a huge relief. She is not suffering
the way I am suffering. The emotional journey has to be the
biggest thing but it is a matter of learning to trust her.
Lesson ten: We were worried we were going to be linked to a
charity for the rest of our lives but now we realise it is wonderful
and we have met great people. I found Reach very visible but
I used to be a journalist and I felt overwhelmed and I found
Reach the same day that we found out about her hand. I found
I was not alone and I was so relieved I was not isolated.

Beating myself up about feeling bad. So the lesson was it’s OK
to NOT be OK. It doesn’t mean you love your children less or
that you don’t care. Of course you do.
The second lesson was that is OK to feel OK. I felt my child
stood out for being incredible. And it is OK to feel lucky and
blessed that they are different.
The third lesson was that it has never been as bad as I feared.
It has never manifested itself as badly as `I thought it would.
As a Reach parent, perhaps we worry a bit more but we have
got an extra concern. My biggest fear was seeing my worries
in her eyes. I didn’t want her to be upset. Learning that the way
`I pictured things, like going to baby groups, it never happened
the way I had worried about it. Realising that my worry is not
going to happen is consoling.
My fourth lesson was to beware the hypervigilance trap. Hero
had just learned to walk. We were on a visit to HMS Victory and
I heard someone behind me say ‘Oh my god, where is your
hand?’ I was going to kill him until I saw that Nelson had lost his
arm in battle and the man’s child had tucked his arm inside his
jacket and was pretending to be Nelson. I was being hypervigilant. If you are feeling insecure you look at people as potentially
judging you.
The fifth lesson was that it’s not ‘just a hand’, but sometimes it
is. Last year Alex Brooker said having two hands was a luxury
not a necessity but I don’t want anyone else telling me that it
could be worse. Most of the time now it doesn’t matter. It is ‘just
a hand’ and we don’t notice it.
My sixth lesson was that my child is my best teacher. Reach

MITT WEARABLES
Nate Macabuag, founder of Mitt Wearables, the soft
socket prosthetic, returned to the Family Weekend to
report on the progress his new company is making.
"It starts with people," he said."We got into it back at university.
I never had an desire to start a company but talking to people
and meeting people and asking them what is important and
saying there were gaps in what people wanted and what
was available, we thought we would give it a go.
"We are a sponge for ideas. We love hearing what people
want to do. One mum said it would be awesome for a prosthetic for a baby to have a rattle on it. Or one that will help
Hero to draw and hold a pencil so it’s a tool for her. When
she want to use it, it is there and has opened doors for her
to use other tools, for example a screw driver.
"We are working on leg and above elbow prosthetics and
next year we will be working on early prototypes. And we are
always open to hearing new ideas!"
So get in touch! go to www.wearmitt.com.

CUTTING EDGE RESEARCH
DR DOROTHY COWIE EXPLAINS

BOLD KIDS

Dr Dorothy Cowie is an Associate Professor in the Psychology Department at Durham University running the
Bold Kids project.
"I have an academic background and am interested
in how children control their
movement in everyday
life, working with motion
capture technology.
"I have worked on Parkinson’s Disease and then
turned to how children use
sensory information. Since
2013 I have been based
in Durham and my work is
funded by the Economic
and Social Research Council. Large pieces of the
puzzle are still missing.
During the afternoon and in the workshops Dorothy's
team carried out research with the cooperation of young
Reach members. They were filmed carrying out
complex, intricate, motor tasks such as extricating
a sticking plaster from a plastic bag inside a wallet
and applying it, using their ingenuity and the dexterity of compensating limbs.

"If children are developing motor skills, how are these supported by the developing brain and how fixed is that development?
"If you have a limb difference how does the developing brain
support that limb difference.
"With one-handed children we can see all kinds of really clever
developments. Bold Kids looks at how the brain organises in
response to limb difference. I work with Tamar Makin and Lauran Bird her research assistant.
"We are interested in measuring your children’s amazing skills.
They are able. We are interested in quantifying it, measuring it,
seeing how well your child can achieve everyday motor tasks.
"Parts of the brain relating to missing limbs get realigned to
other parts of the body. We are interested in whether this freedup area of the brain is then used for parts of the body used to
enable children to achieve tasks.
"We need volunteers aged between three and eight and we
will do brain scanning. With all the research we do, we want it
published but we also9 want to come back here and tell you
what we have found.
"What age do children start settling into certain patterns of
behaviour? That could help people decide when to use a
prosthetic."
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OUTSTANDING SPEAKERS
SAMANTHA'S MESSAGE: FOLLOW YOUR DREAM
Trainee midwife
Samantha Bradnock
showed inspirational
determination, guts and
perseverance to follow
her chosen career.
"I’m in my third year of my
midwifery degree," she
said. "It is something I
have always wanted to do.
I never expected it would
be a problem as there has
never been anything that I
couldn’t do.
"When I was 18, I got a place at university where I was invited
to do an occupational health assessment. I thought it would be
something like measles vaccinations but I sat opposite a lady
who told me that I would not be able to be a midwife. That I
couldn’t hold a baby or deliver a baby. I then went down to the
university and they were not helpful, saying how are you going
to take bloods etc?
"In the end they said they didn’t think I would be able to provide
safe practice. I was heart-broken. I cried for two weeks. My
mum cried. She thought it was all her fault. It wasn’t.
"For the first time in my life at 18 I hated my hand. I didn’t want
to do anything any more. I couldn’t see an end goal.
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"But I got some A levels that
were better than expected and
I thought a back-up idea would
be to study nutrition. So I went
to Bournemouth University but after
a few weeks I said this is not what I
want to do and I started telling people
what had happened. I told my tutor
that I needed to be the one saying
what I could and could not do. We had
a lovely chat.

I told my
tutor that I
needed to be
the one saying
what I could
and could
not do

"I was told being a midwife is as much
about communication and building a rapport with the
mother as about clinical skills.
"I reapplied to do midwifery but we were so nervous as we did
not want me to be turned down again. I had to have the same
Occupational Health Assessment but the course leader said
whatever is written in the OHA Report I am tearing it up. She
believed in me.
"I also discovered that my situation was covered by the Equality
Act 2010.
"My department has been so supportive. I was worried about
the practical training as I didn’t want to the known as the
student with one hand. Half way through my practice I was
diagnosed with cancer so I was then going to be the student
with one hand AND cancer but I had a lot of support. The first
university I applied to just did not have that support in place.
"Bournemouth University has given me the most amazing
support. They have that trust in me to let me find my own way.
There are traditional ways of doing things but doing things differently is not wrong. Being part of the midwifery team is really
all about teamwork.

"I have delivered 28 babies and yes, they are slippery but no,
I’m not going to drop that baby!
"It is down to the employer to make reasonable adjustments but I
have not needed any. We can do whatever job we want to do.
"Supporting a Reach family as a midwife confirmed my desire
to support women. So my message is
If you face a situation where you know people are not going to
be supportive you need to find someone else. You can’t always
change people’s perceptions but things are definitely getting
better. So far only two people have ever asked me about my
arm and once I’ve qualified, I will be telling that first university
the mistake they made!

Don’t Give Up!

Communications Director Chris Edwards-Pritchard: “We
are making progress with the project to make these arms
available on the NHS but it is likely to be more like two or
three years before that happens. But we are very hopeful
that it will happen.
"The NHS has invested around a million into the development
and we have set up a foundation thanks to donations from
several very generous people and we have been able to
provide limbs for about 20 people through the foundation
who needed help with funding.
"The arms cost around £10,000 which is affordable in
comparison with other myoelectric limbs but it is still an
expensive item.”
Cameron Millar showed off his Hero Arm and explained the
difference it had made to his self esteem: "Kids said can I try
it on and I said no, it’s mine."
His mum Mags said: "the first few days he tried lots of different things. He tried to do everything with the arm and was
really excited to go out to show people whereas before he
hadn’t wanted to go out and talk to people.
Cameron said: "At school I am starting to use it for things
like science, pouring things into test tubes. When I put it
on, I felt pretty confident. I wanted to go to school to show
everyone."
Chris said: "We are fitting kids as young as eight years old.
Cameron was 10. It is really exciting to watch. We have
40 engineers working on it and it is very important to get
feedback. It is about body confidence and our whole ethos
is to help kids own their own limb difference and have
body confidence.

OUTSTANDING SPEAKERS
A TRIO OF REACH PARALYMPIANS

They said 2012 was special as the crowd support was phenomenal – there was a roar. Claire said it was the noise and
the legacy – changing the way people saw disability.
"The next Paralympics is in Tokyo," said Claire. "When I went
to Tokyo I didn’t see any disabled people in Japan. I had a
meeting with the Japanese organisers and they said 'why are
you so confident?
"They are 10 steps behind
us in disability awareness,
but having the Paralympics there will have a huge impact
on their society. They wrap up disabled people and hide them away.
I hope it will move the country on,
showing the power of sport.

Swimmer Amy Marren has won a fistful of medals at the
World Championships and the Rio Paralympic Games.
"You don’t get a chance to reflect when you are doing sport,"
she said. "2012 was transformational. I always believed there
was no such word as ‘can’t’. Actually I can do things twice as
well as you.
"I was 10 years old when the Beijing Paralympics were held
and I said I was going to do that. I was into Irish dancing at the
time but I started swimming lessons again and got talent spotted. I learned I had to do as I was told but you get caught up in
it all but it has been an amazing journey.
"I had a mixed bag of experiences. In year two there was a
bit of bullying but my mum said why would you want to be a
carbon copy of anyone else? Everyone at some point will face a
Here’s a tip – bit of bullying. You have to be
in who you are.
square floats comfortable
Confident to stand on your
help in strength- own ground. I had a really
swimming teacher
ening your little good
who appreciated I would
be able go do things
arm.
eventually but needed
more care. Here’s a
tip – square floats help in
strengthening your little arm.
You definitely have to have sheer grit and determination but
you also need a support network around you, your coach, your
friends and family plus a bit of talent and the right time and
the right place. I’m lucky as I thrive on pressure. I am doing an
apprenticeship and train before and after work.
David Hill has represented Great Britain for 15 years. He
is a 2x Paralympian in Swimming and Triathlon, a World
and European Medallist, British Champion and a Top 10
Finisher at Rio in 2016.
Claire Cashmore, Reach Ambassador, is a seasoned
Paralympian, with two bronze medals from Athens, a
bronze from Beijing, two silvers and a bronze from London, and a silver and gold from Rio.
"I am eternally grateful to my parents for not wrapping me in
cotton wool," said David and he agreed with Claire in wanting
to be the best you could possibly be.

David added: "If you find something you love, then the hard work
comes really easily. Make sure the
passion is still there but sport has
made me confident and resilient."

I hated having
one arm and being different and
I used to wrap it
up in my blazer.
Sport gave me
confidence in my
own skin

Claire said: "I am very passionate about what
sport has done for me. I hated having one arm and being
different and I used to wrap it up in my blazer. Sport gave me
confidence in my own skin as when I was swimming I couldn't
hide my arm. We have come here to inspire people to get
involved in sport."

FUTURE PARATRIATHLETES?
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OUTSTANDING SPEAKERS
Orla Duncan is a
nurse practitioner
working with the
paediatric psychology and liaison
service and plastic
surgery team of
the Royal Hospital
for Sick Children in
Edinburgh.
She specialises in
the long-term psychosocial outcomes
for children with
visible differences.
She shared some
excellent tips!
"I meet families in clinics, individual session and in the family
home. My work centres around the topics of coping, social
skills, ‘good to talk’ from tots to teens, and the future.
"Coping is related to personality, the response of the family and
support at school as children need to feel safe at school.
"From the age of eight to ten children will sometimes need a bit
of support. Their environment matters too. Behavioural signs
are hiding the little arm, wearing long sleeves, regardless of the
weather, avoiding social situations and feeling self-conscious.
"Social and family support is absolutely necessary to shape
how a young person feels about their limb difference.
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"Social interaction skills include keeping your head up, your
shoulders back and looking people in the eye. This is about
feeling in control. Families can help young people to be confident in themselves. Use the right language, factual and calm.
Young children like the term ‘special arm’ but basically you are
saying to them that ‘different’ is ok.
"Talk to them about other differences, like hair colour and bring
it into the conversation now and again.
"You need to remind children that people are naturally curious
and the best way of dealing with it is to say something like:
‘That’s just my little arm. I’m really good at Lego. What are you
good at?’
"Always give lots of praise and during the teenage years look
for opportunities when you can talk freely, such as late at night.
Validate their feelings, praise and appreciate their positive
qualities but let them make their own decisions so that they feel
their voice is valued."

Top tips from young people:
Spend more time really listening and talking to us.
Take our distress seriously when we open up about
our worries.
Don’t blame yourselves. Sometimes we are just
having a bad day.
Share your own experiences with us and be open
about past mistakes and struggles.
And parents – don’t forget it’s ok to ask for help.

Baylee Abbott - motivational speaker
Baylee is one of Reach's most powerful speakers. She is still
only a teenager but she has been blowing people away with
her candour and honesty about growing up with limb difference
since she was small. Her first public appearance was aged
10 when she gave a presentation to Oxton St Saviours CE
Primary School pupil where she was a pupil. The following year
she talked to 600 international medics at the Celtic Manor Golf
resort in Cardiff. Baylee is now an experienced motivational
speaker campaigning for the acceptance of difference.
These are just some of her words of wisdom:
"I was born a bit different. Sometimes it is better to ask
someone if they are different as I still get upset if other
kids just stare at me.
"You need to push yourself to be the best you possibly
can be. I want people to learn that a perfect person does
not exist. You should not want to change anything about
yourself. Some people complain about their imperfections
but you should concentrate on having a good life ahead
of you. Repress negative things and concentrate on the
positive.
"Are you happy with yourself? I have to put up with people
staring but it has helped me turn into a better person.
Whatever knocks you down you should be grateful for and
you should never give up.
"What really hurts is when people just go into stare mode.
I use prosthetics on both feet. When I was eight or nine, I
gave a speech at school assembly and the children asked
me lots of questions. I would rather they asked questions
than just stared.
"I have given lots of motivational speeches and this year
was my first year at RAW, the Reach Activity Week. It was
my best year ever and I have made friends for life. At
first I found it all very challenging but giving up is just not
acceptable."

Whatever knocks you
down you should be
grateful for and you
should never give up.
Giving up is just not
acceptable.

AND A LOT OF FUN
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WHAT HAPPENED?
a

Ruth Lester was appointed as
Consultant Plastic Surgeon
in the West Midlands Region
in 1988.

In 1991, she was invited to
support the establishment
of a Congenital Hand Surgery
Service at the Royal Orthopaedic Hospital which she
transferred as a multidisciplinary service to the Birmingham Children’s Hospital. Ruth
set up an informal national network of consultants who
have an interest in Children’s Hand Surgery.
Since retirement from clinical practice in 2014, Ruth has
continued to support the Birmingham service by teaching, mentoring and helping with fundraising for activities
for children with upper limb differences.

HOW THE UPPER LIMB DEVELOPS IN DETAIL
OR 'LIMB PATTERNING'
This is very complex but basically there are signalling systems
that identify three patterns of limb development:
1 proximal - distal (P-D) i.e. shoulder to tips of fingers,
2 dorsal - ventral (D-V) i.e. back to front
3 anterior - posterior (R-U) i.e. thumb side to little finger side
of the limb
When things don’t go as we might expect, it only takes one
cell to get a wrong message within the system at a very early
stage in the development.

In 2017 She became trustee of Reach and the Birmingham Women’s and Children’s Charity. Recently, she was
honoured with an OBE for services to children and young
people with limb abnormalities.

A 'wrong message’ may be due to a gene change, which
can be spontaneous or hereditary. Sometimes there can be
a change in the environment of the growing fetus within the
womb or outside the womb

THE CAUSES OF HAND AND UPPER
LIMB DIFFERENCES – WHAT YOU
NEED TO KNOW

Most congenital hand differences occur without an
apparent cause.

1 Realisation – antenatal/immediately post natal
2 Guilt - Why my child?
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WHY US?

3 How does the limb develop?
4 What can go wrong?

The ‘messages’ all happen so early in the pregnancy that
it is nobody’s fault and the changes as a result of missed
messages cannot be prevented.
Contact Ruth at ruthl@reach.org.uk if you would like more
detailed information about limb development.
These are just some of the differences that can arise.

5 Why does it go wrong?
6 Incidence?
The first time you are made aware that your child has a difference in the upper limb may be a difficult moment leading to
all sorts of emotions and questions. This could be following a
routine 20 week scan or immediately after birth. Being warned
of a possible difference in your child during a pregnancy may
be helpful but also can be worrying.

Bilateral cleft hand

Radial club hand

Your first questions are likely to be:
1 How will my child manage everyday activities?
In the majority of incidences of upper limb differences, the
baby will be entirely healthy and will grow up to be an independent young person capable of contributing to society in a
variety of ways.
2 Have my partner and/or I caused this?

Transverse arrest

Ulna club hand

Here is a summary of what you need to know about how an
upper limb develops and why it may not grow as we might
expect
Lets start with how a ‘normal’ hand and upper limb develop:
The hand is fully developed by 7-8 weeks after conception – i.e. before the mother knows that she is definitely
pregnant.

Atypical cleft hand/
symbrachydactyly

Amniotic Band Syndrome

About 1 in 2,000 babies are born with an upper limb differences and there is an enormous variety. Each difference is
essentially unique, just as we as human beings are unique
and the majority of differences are limited to the upper limb.
The different types of congenital hand differences include
missing parts of the arm (failure of formation), webbed or
fused parts of the hand (failures of separation), extra parts
present in the hand (duplication), undergrowth or overgrowth
of parts of the hand, or constriction band syndrome.
However it is possible to recognize some groups of changes/
syndromes. Sometimes, we are able to link an upper limb
difference with other conditions and the importance of trying
to identify the actual change, means that if there are any associated differences, these can be identified early. Your hand
specialist may therefore request further genetic evaluation by
a geneticist, or may request further medical testing by your
pediatrician or family physician.

A'NNYA TAMED A JUGGERNAUT
A'nnya Ryan, aged 19, was born with no left forearm and
hand, but she has proved you can do whatever you want
with determination. She has just passed her HGV class 2
with no adaptations needed!
"I did my HGV licence because I like driving and I enjoy doing
things that people think I can’t. They thought I wouldn't be
able to drive a car and when I tell someone that not only can
I drive a car but I can drive a lorry, their surprise makes me
really proud. My dad also drives lorries and he encouraged
me to get my licence.
"There weren’t many, if any, obstacles in my way. It was easier learning how to drive a lorry than it was a car. When I learnt
how to drive a car I struggled to get a teacher who taught
in an automatic car whereas with my class 2, all the learner
lorries were automatic.
"I had to pass a medical exam, which was easy

DAKOTA'S HAD A FANTASTIC YEAR!

For me having as all that really needed to be checked was
one arm isn’t a that my arm wouldn’t cause me to not be able
control the lorry and that I didn’t have any
disadvantage, if toother
medical issues that could cause me to
anything it makes have an accident, for example fainting due to
me prouder when a medical condition.
I achieve things
"The training was really good, I had a test
drive before booking any lessons and the
such as passing
instructor Allan said that he didn’t see any
my HGV license, reason why my arm would cause any issue.
and even my car
"The only thing that was hard was
licence.
getting used to the size as a lorry is
obviously larger than a car and you
need to go about driving it differently
due to the space you will need.

Congratulations to Dakota Catesby-Potts who was awarded
a Reach bursary to help toward IT equipment for him to use
as he started his new school in September. The bursary
panel was unanimous in its unusual decision to award the
full amount requested of £650.
He was also successful in making
the winning case in the competition
to win a Creality Ender 3 3D Printer.
The printer was generously donated
by STEM (Science, Technology,
Engineering, Maths) Ambassador, Andrew Downing, who came
into contact with Reach through
Tavistock and District Chamber of
Commerce.
The competition was open to Reach children motivated to
invent new things. and the winner was announced at the
Family Weekend gala dinner.

Personally, doing things
that others think are hard
makes it that much better
when I am able to say that
not only can I do it,
but I can do it with one
hand.

"I tend not to think of things as hard. Yes some things are
harder than others but the more you practise the easier it’ll
be. Others may say it's hard to drive with one hand but I don’t
get the choice. I have to drive with one hand so it is just another thing to overcome. I had no adaptations to the lorry as I
didn’t need any.
"In the future, I want to pass my class 1 and my Haulier’s
Certificate of Professional Competence,
but my main goal is to go to university and study art as I
want to become an art teacher. My class 2 is something I am
exceedingly
When I did my car
happy to
licence I was the first
have got,
which is why
out of my friends to pass,
I now want to get my and I did it with one hand
class 1."

which many thought I
couldn’t.
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THANK YOU ALL !
GOAT
FELL

Year 9 pupils at Broughton Hall Catholic High School in Liverpool raised £366.35 for Reach. That's a big sum but it was
actually only a fraction of the amazing total of £3,855.40 that
they raised for their eight chosen charities of the year.
Pupils in Ermine House, one of the junior houses of the
Royston Schools Academy Trust held cake sales, a mufti day,
a Mini-Pete, a Christmas Concert and a Christmas Market Stall
during the year and raised £551.
Kate Hoare did a presentation to members of The Tavistock
Ladies Luncheon Club and they donated £60.
Andrew and Jenny Grace raised £226.20 taking their steam
train to village fetes in Suffolk over the summer.

Reach member Macey McCartney, aged 12, set herself a
challenge to climb Goat Fell with friends Mindy, Martha, Olivia,
Saffy, Austin and Kevin to raise money for Reach.

Reach HO had a stand at the Tavistock Chamber of Commerce
event at the Bedford Hotel in October and an anonymous
donor put £400 in the tin in £20 notes! Thank you!

On her sponsorship page she wrote: "I would love it if you
helped out! Reach is a really supportive and amazing charity
that brings together children like me with upper limb deficiencies. They organise events where members can all meet up
and feel ‘normal’ and accepted.

Melissa Beesley gave a lesson on difference and disability
awareness to pupils from Owain's school and they donated £20
to Reach.

"Every year I look forward to seeing all my REACH friends at
the adventure weekend away, a weekend of fun where neither
of us needs to worry about anyone looking and staring at us
because we are all the same! REACH is a non-government
funded organisation so they rely on members like me to raise
funds or we might never get the chance to meet others born
like ourselves. I would really appreciate it if you would put even
just a few pennies in my pot . Thank you so much, Macey."
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Well, those few pennies grew into a magnificent total of
£1,149.78, so thank you and very well done!

HALF IRON MAN BUT A WHOLE HERO
Matt Ryan has just raised a
total of £3,357.44 competing
in a triathlon for Reach. He
had been thinking about
doing the event anyway
but when he discovered
that they were expecting
a Reach baby, it took on
greater significance.
"At our 20 week baby scan,
we discovered that our little
one would be born without
the limb below their left
elbow, " he said.
"After hearing this news
we found Reach and have
found them a great source
of insight and reassurance
since. The half iron man distance triathlon comprises of
a 1.9km lake swim, 90km bike ride on closed roads and then
a 21.1km run.

Richard and Judith Bailey made their annual generous donation, £204.
Joyce Cochran raised £350 through the sale of programmes to
the annual dance show at her Joyce Cochran School of Dance.

"I completed this event in Dartford in
August at The Bridge Triathlon Club
and as it was a 6pm start it involved
some cycling and all the running in the
dark. I had entered the event about
5 weeks before I found out the news
about our baby, but knowing I was
running it for such a good cause really
spurred me on with my training and on
race day.
"I’ve aso booked in to do a 'marathon' distance (14km) swim
along the Thames from Henley to Marlow next August, and so
will be raising for Reach again next year."

NOTHING EASIER THAN EASYFUNDRAISING.ORG

Please sign up to #easyfundraising and raise free donations
for Reach when you’re buying gifts online. Plus, easyfundraising will donate £5 to us for every new supporter who
joins and raises their first £5!

ON TOP OF THE WORLD FOR REACH

ROWING MARATHON
Craig Taylor and Ian Fawcett raised a total of £1,306.25 by
completing a marathon work-out on rowing machines in April.
The Mersey RC members rowed 42,195m each for Reach.
That's over 25 miles! Wow!
•

GENEROUS RUGBY FANS
Gloucestershire branch co-ordinator Lee Harvey set himself an
enormous challenge when he decided to trek to Mount Everest
Base Camp in aid of Reach.
Not only had never done anything like this before but he also
very generously funded himself for the expedition, meaning that
all his sponsorship went straight to Reach. All £2,877.50 of it!
So it was with justifiable pride that he announced he had made
it to Base Camp and back
to camp successfully. "Has
been so so tough but such an
achievement at the same time,"
he said. "I have endured swollen
face, loss of voice with altitude,
headaches like never before
and neck pain which I still have
until we get lower in altitude. But
we made it."
Lee set off on the 18-day trek on
September 26, to scale heights
of almost 18,000ft to reach
Everest Base Camp.
He said Reach had been such a great support to them when
their son Rue was born missing his lower arm, becoming 'an
extension of our family'.
"Reach has helped us a lot. It supports people mentally, because it's the not knowing which can be scary, and it helps with
all the doubts and worries families have."
Thank you
to Nailsea's
@theGym
for letting
Lee use the
facilities to
train for the
challenge for
free, and to
other businesses and
individuals
who supported him.

"Had a fab afternoon
collecting for Reach
at the Dragons Rugby
Club in Newport South
Wales. We raised
over £200 in an hour
and even got to watch
them in a European
game!" said Suzanne
Elizabeth. "Thanks to
Melissa Beesley and
family for their help.
Even roped my dad in!
All this while my baby
was smashing some
PBs, swimming in
Plymouth"

BAKE A
CAKE FOR
REACH
Tess and her and Reach
brother Frankie Gallagher raised £221 through
cake sales. They look
yummy!

SUNFLOWERS AND MORE CAKE
Last year Castle Keep Preschool in Coventry organised a
grow a sunflower competition with the children to raise money
for Reach. They also held a cake sale and raised a total of
£264.40.
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BRANCH AND MEMBER NEWS
WEST MIDLANDS SUMMER MEET-UP

"Our summer meet up saw 16 Reach families
enjoying an 18 hole adventure golf session at
Four Ashes Golf Course. We were lucky to
have exclusive access to the venue, so our
party of 60 were able to chat and spend some
valuable time together," said Tracey Smith.
"The age range was from 4 months to 20 years
old, plus Mums and Dads/carers and guardians ,so it was good fun for everyone! Thanks
to Four Ashes for their hospitality and helping
us with costs and also to Morrisons in Sheldon,
Birmingham, for supplying our lovely picnic.
"Thanks also to all our lovely Reach families
for making it such a great day! Looking
forward now to our Christmas party."

BUSY TIME FOR BERKS, WILTS AND OX WITH FUN EVENTS AND FUNDRAISING
"We've had our two Summer get togethers with Go Ape and
our BBQ, both with a great turn out and brilliant success,"
reports branch co-ordinator Joanne Taylor.
"Tash Hutchins and I have done some fundraising this year for
Reach and managed to raise a whopping £600 just by running
tombolas, lucky dips and kids activities at various events and
by roping Marla's school into doing a non-uniform day and
selling the Reach wristbands I've had made - and we still have
more to come.
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"We've said a sad goodbye to Tash as joint co-ordinator for the
area - I can't thank her enough for everything she's done to
help me over the years she has been my partner in crime - but
don't worry, she will still be coming to events, she just needs
time to concentrate on her degree.
"As you may be aware, Debby Cullen, mum to two year old
Tobi, has agreed to step into the role and help me with looking
after the area, and she has come with some brilliant and fresh
ideas for stuff to do - so get yourselves ready!
"We have been planning our first event together (I have to give
Debby the credit for this, as it's all her idea) a Christmas party
at an awesome farm park near Salisbury. We have booked
a fun packed day which includes: Christmas themed Buffet,
a visit from Santa, Christmas presents for the kids, a photo
with the man himself, with a homemade picture frame, plus
entrance to the park with a full day of farm park activities (pig
racing, animal feeding, etc).

WATCH BECCA GO, GO, GO!
Becca Scott shows that with the right attachment, you can
play a two handed bat/stick/racquet sport as well if not better
than two handed players. This was her 3rd hockey game of
the day (after competing in her school match).

Fir Tree Primary and Nursery
School where Joanne's daughter goes has raised £1,004.80
for Reach - a massive sum for
a school with only around 200
pupils.
On the eve of the summer
holidays the school council
elected to support Reach and
showed enormous commitment
to raising awareness as well as
money. The summer fete featured a Reach stall and in July a
non uniform day was held with
children able to buy numbered
Reach wristbands. The winning
number won a day out at 4
Kingdoms Adventure Park and
Family Farm in Headley.
Most recently children participated in a Living One-handed
event in when they all attempted the complete the school day
using only one hand. Parents and teachers joined in along the
way, fxing socks around their hands and trying to complete
routine activities.
Associate head teacher
Lindsey Wood said: “I
could not be prouder of
the school council for
organising and taking
ownership of the fundraising and of all the pupils
for raising awareness and
getting involved."

FUNDRAISERS!

Remember to ask for
our special Reach
donation envelopes.
In lieu of presents,
Christmas cards,
flowers....loads of
potential! There's a
gift aid section on the
back.

BRANCH AND MEMBER NEWS
OUR REACH PUPPY 'WILLOW'
Limb deficiency is not restricted to people. It can affect
animals too. And when a collie pup was born with a missing
hind foot the obvious home for her was going to be with a
Reach family. Step forward the Cowsills from Jersey.
"We are a family of four; Eliana and Tom Cowsill and our
children Federico (5) and Ariella (3). My wife and I both grew
up with dogs and we have debated for the last five or six years
when the right time would be to get our first family dog. Being
members of Reach through Ariella, we had said for some time
that, if we encountered a Reach dog then it would be the right
time to get one!
"Sure enough, a little while ago, a Reach puppy
was published on the Facebook page and, after
some discussion, we decided to contact the owner.
All the factors felt right; our daughter absolutely
loves animals, our children were at a good age
(indeed my wife an I had our first dogs at around
four), it was a breed we knew (I had previously had
a Border Collie) and it was relatively local; we live in
Jersey but my parents are in Dorset and the puppy
was in Devon, so picking her up could coincide with
a quick visit home.
"After our initial enquiries, the breeder, Paul, explained that he had received a considerable amount of interest
in the puppy after posting on the Reach Facebook page, but
he wanted us to take the puppy. We were delighted.
"The puppy, now named Willow, has a limb difference affecting
her rear right leg, with the limb ending just above the ankle.
"At the end of October, during half-term, we loaded the whole
family into the car and headed on the ferry from Jersey to
Dorset. The next day we drove down to Devon and picked
Willow up. Having not told the children beforehand, they were
extremely excited to be taking her home. Our son’s comment
will stay with me for a long time; “Is this a dream? It feels real,
but it must be a dream!"
"We then stayed at my parents’ house for a couple of days
(and a couple more after the abysmal weather postponed our
return ferry) before coming home to Jersey. Willow did very
well on a slightly rocky ferry, sleeping most of the five hours.
"Willow is now settling in really well. She has just had her
second jabs and will be going out on beach walks before we
know it! In the meantime, she’s loving playing with (particularly
with those razor-sharp teeth) the children and they absolutely
adore her.
"Our daughter is completely besotted and is enjoying taking
on additional responsibility feeding and ‘exercising’ the dog.
Willow’s outlook looks very positive, but we may have some
challenging decisions to make. She uses her right leg only sporadically and, although her movement is excellent, the leg often
seems to just ‘dangle’ without being used. The vet has initially
advised that we may need to amputate the leg or investigate a
‘super vet’ style prosthetic to avoid early-onset arthritis and hip
problems. We don’t need to make this decision straight away
though and will monitor her development for a while first, as
the leg does seem to come into play when she’s running.
"If it would be of interest to members, we would be very happy
to provide periodic updates / articles on the adventures of our
limb different pup!"

YES PLEASE, COWSILL FAMILY! WE'RE LOOKING FORWARD TO UPDATES !
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PONIES HELP BUILD CONFIDENCE
James Allen, now 5, started riding at the wonderful RDA
centre at Gaddesdon Place in Hertfordshire where he
gained lots of confidence supported by the fantastic team
there.
This summer he moved to the Redbourn Riding School
where he has weekly riding lessons with his instructor
Esther. James rides with a Rein Bow aid so he has an even
contact on both reins.

BRANCH AND MEMBER NEWS
BURSARIES MAKE ALL THE DIFFERENCE
When Elizabeth
Hind started to
learn to drive,
she used a car
without any
adaptations
But dealing
with roundabouts made her
nervous as she
needed to use
the indicator
when her hand
was on the
opposite side
of the steering
wheel.
Luckily her
instructor, Paul,
specialises in
teaching people
with a limb difference. Elizabeth and mum Tracey approached lots of driving
school before finding him through a recommendation. Paul
suggested she try a 'lollipop' control fitted to the steering wheel
which allows her to indicate from what ever position her hand is
in on the steering wheel. The only problem was the high cost.
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So they applied for a Reach Bursary. Adaptations to cars to
enable young people to gain their driving licence and their independence are exactly the kind of thing that Reach Bursaries
are designed for. Members can apply for three awards in any
five year period.
They are there to help with mobility, with IT, with sport, hobbies
and music, as Reach is committed to giving our members the
opportunities to achieve their goals. The total cost of Elizabeth's adaptation was £1,395 and she was awarded a bursary
of £930.

MEDALS GALORE FOR SWIMMER TONI
Toni Shaw competed at
the World Para Swim
meet in London recently
and was delighted and
surprised to bring home
a fist full of medals to
add to her collection.

She won two golds for the 400 medley relay and 400 freestyle
relay, with the GB girls' medley team also breaking the current
world record time by 9 secs. There were two silver for S9 100
fly and 400 freestyle and two bronze for the S9 200 IM and 100
freestyle.
Toni is now back training hard with sights set on Tokyo 2020
with qualifiers for this being held in Sheffield in April.

LIMBPOWER JUNIOR GAMES

Elizabeth didn’t look back.She passed her driving test at her
first attempt in April and is now a confident driver. Success did
not end there! She did well in her A Levels with an A star in her
art exam and is now studying fine art at Newcastle University, a
fabulous result and great personal achievement.
"Thank you Reach in supporting ng further independence," said
Tracey.
Talented young swimmer Meghan Willis has been awarded
a bursary of £2,000 towards the cost of her National Para
Swimming meet in Manchester and the British Para Swimming
International meet in Sheffield.
The Reach Bursary Panel were
hugely impressed with Meghan's
successes and unanimously
agreed to support her continuing
journey.
"Meghan is obviously a very gifted
swimmer and still very young and
we are all very excited to watch
her progress," they said. "She is
already a wonderful role model for
our Reach children and parents
alike.We wish Megan every
success!"

James Richards took part in the
LimbPower Junior Games at Stoke
Mandeville, Aylesbury.
He is pictured here enjoying the
swimming. LimbPower has some
brilliant events. Check out their
website: www.limbpower.com.
James has had a busy year. The
'chef' picture with rainbow wig
shows him on stage at Stantonbury
Theatre where he danced to 'The
Timewarp' as part of the Attitude
School of Dance 'Cluedo' Dance
Show.
He can certainly strike an attitude!
Good acting, James!

BRANCH AND MEMBER NEWS
CLOWNTOWN VISIT A SUCCESS

WELL DONE, GIRLGUIDING!
It's great to see
organisations
embracing
difference in
such a positive
way. Caring
and sharing - it
couldn't be
better!

Members of North London branch had a wonderful day out
at Clowntown Children's Activity and Play Centre in Finchley.
They raised £100 from a bucket collection and the kids and
parents all had a great time.

Tash Pocock
spotted this
among leaflets
handed to her
daughter Phoebe
at Rainbows.

AMPUTEE FOOBALL CAMP
Kobi Sadler had
a wonderful time
at his first ever
England Amputee Football
Camp. One of
the highspots
was meeting TJ
the one armed
mascot.

BIG WELCOME TO NEW MEMBERS
"This is Xavier and his big brother Zachary. Xavier is full of
energy and everyday he shows us that he will not let anything get in his way. They are my pride and joy," Thalia-Mae.
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Junior camps are
open to 5-16 year
olds with a limb
deficiency. They
can come along
and try football in
a fun, secure and
friendly enviroment.
These sessions
are all about
getting active in a
fun social environment, and playing football however suits you best. All sessions
are taken by our dedicated and fully qualified FA licensed
coaches on astroturf surfaces. To find out more about the football camps go to http://theeafa.co.uk/juniors.

THANK YOU
e-NABLE
Jacob Hyatt looks
super proud of his 3DF
printed arm featuring his
favourite superhero the
Incredible Hulk.
The arm was made by
Ian from e-NABLE. This
organisation has made
so many of our members
very happy and given
them so much confidence.
Huge thank you!

And here is a very new member,
Will Riddell, born in November!

SYDNEY IS GAME FOR ADVENTURE
"Syd went to the Netherlands for a two month exchange living
with her host family and going to school there for the first halfterm of Year 10," said mum Jodie.
"We had the absolute pleasure of
hosting her match, Annelique earlier this year and it was a fantastic
time for all of us.
"Her experiences and friendships
made at RAW and her regular
trips to stay with her RAW bestie
Charlotte played a big part in her
putting herself forward for the
exchange.
"Thanks Reach and especially the
RAW leaders."

TRIP OF A LIFETIME FOR GOLD
SCOUT KAYDEN

DIARY DATES

Spelthorne Scout Kayden represented England at the international
jamboree in West Virginia which attracted over 50,000 Scouts from
all over the world. “My favourite activity was the zip wire which is
the fifth biggest in the world," he said. "I went white water rafting,
shooting and high ropes, paddle boarding and water activities.

MENTOR WEEKEND
MAY 15-16
TYNCAE
LAST BANK HOLIDAY IN MAY

"We flew to New York
and spent two days
there and then travelled to West Virginia.
We also went to
Washington and over
to Canada.

NORTHWEST FAMILY WEEKEND
JULY 17-19
RAW
JULY 26 -TO AUGUST 2

"We had a ‘culture
day’ when you had
to set up a stall
representing your
country and we made
coronation chicken
and tea!

SCOTTISH FAMILY WEEKEND
JULY 31 - AUGUST 2
KENT FAMILY WEEKEND
SEPTEMBER DATES TBC
If any other branch is interested in organising a family weekend, please get in touch with head office. We want to expand
these weekends and can seek funding if we have an idea of
how many others we are talking about.

"And there was a
sustainability village
where you could
learn how to adapt
your home to be
more environmental
but the zip line was the best bit!"

BOOKS MAKE A HUGE DIFFERENCE

Parents frequently ask if there are books available that help
to prepare children (and school teachers) to accept a limb
difference. The answer is a loud, clear,

YES!

VISIT THE REACH WEBSITE

https://reach.org.uk/starting-school/
This gives a parent's and a teacher's
perspective.
And read
our booklet -
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